
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      THE   TRANSFORMATION OF   A   BLIND  

 
ELECTRONIC 

 
DEVICE   INTO A   CARING   VOICE   FROM 

  A HOLE   IN A   SHADOWY   R
EMOTE CAVE   WALL WITH   EYES   GATE 

you have reached the 
national insecurity agency secret 

operative deep mind stress support back 
up line now !!!! listen carefully now !!!! due to the 

new cost control law house number five eight three two 
six ten nothing may be repeated !!!! if you are calling because you 

feel guilty because you have done nothing for three months and are 
wasting the taxpayers money press one now !!!! if you are compulsive and have 

forgotten your real time name or how to count press one twice exactly eight times 
now !!!! if you are co-dependent please ask someone to press two for you now !!!! if 

you have multiple personalities please press two three four five now !!!! if you have multiple 
personalities and more than three covers and four assignments please press three four five five  

four three three times now !!!! to improve our service we are recording your voice print now !!!! if  
you are paranoid now !!!! please stay on line until we can see your equipment now !!!! we know your 

voice print and see what you are doing now ! if you are schizophrenic listen carefully and seven little  
voices will tell you which of seven dark numbers to press now !!!! disregard the female with skin as white as  

snow who pretends sleep in the big glass shoe box now and disregard the first three and last four numbers now !!!! if  
you are in a downward spiral spiritually or just feeling fragile today or if you have simple nervous tension or semi  

acute anxiety or face panic rapprochement or détente de death pressure please press six nine three one two three four 
three one five three four one four six two in exactly this order now and if you are feeling depressed and cannot move your 

finger please press seven with your nose now !!!! if you engaged in unsafe sex in the last twenty-four hours do not press eight 
now !!!! if you have exchanged information through a glory❂hole please press one sixty times now and remain where 

you are now ! if you have cross dressed recently in a foreign language and don’t remember your birth dress or find yourself in  
an embarrassing deviant situation please press star sixty nine and if you have a fixation on jogging or dirt bikes or family 
recreation vehicle exhaust pipes please press nine now ! if you are a humanist it doesn’t matter which number you press now 
because no one will understand you !!!! if you wish to repeat your choices stay on the line and no one will assist you !!!! thank you 
for waiting !!!! you have chosen no number !!!! this is your war on drugs team operator !!!! if you are calling from a fried egg please 
scramble its yolk now !!!! now you know that saying agency stretch goal unproductive things like fuck you in the teeth with a 
blow torch you goddamn green balled grandmother raping goddamn cock sucking clandestine son of a bitch closet case is 
unproductive now !!!! now where are your infra agency stretch goals now !!!! now you know stars shine bright on shatter light  
now !!!! now speak into the cave hole now !!!! the oracle will help you now !!!! now Three Three Three BC now !!!! that’s time travel now !!!! consult oracle now !!!! if you want real time secret information speak clearly now !!!! how about fixed staring at some dead stool 

pigeon bowels now !!!! I repeat five times !!!! the stool pigeon feces has five fingers !!!! the stool pigeon feces has five sounds !!!! the 
stool pigeon feces has five looks !!!! the stool pigeon feces has five tastes !!!! the stool pigeon feces has five smells !!!! folks 


